One of the classic approaches in PRNGs is the middle square method in which with a simple mathematical model generating pseudorandom numbers in high speed and minimum correlation between output numbers. Despite these unique characteristics, the method contains weaknesses that a broader application of this algorithm will face. In this paper is studied middle square method and then a logistic chaotic map is introduced with its specific features and its improved weaknesses via using these characteristics. Finally the NIST tests suite s are presented, in order to detect the specific characteristics expected from truly random sequences.
Introduction
Nowadays, the world is connected together by networks. The main problem in the present networks is the security protocols. This is due to growing interest in the use of digital chaotic systems offering the possibility to support the security of cryptographic algorithms for data encrypttion, like those presented in the networking security protocols [1, 2] .
The best ways to increase security in modern communication methods is using the cryptography algorithms. Most of these new algorithms use chaotic maps as pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) [3, 4] to obtain a binary stream including symmetric encryption algorithm [5] . PRNGs are very important in several fields like statistical studies, simulations, cryptography and solving specific mathematical problems [6] [7] [8] . They may be based on unpredictable physical resources such as physical phenomenon or on mathematical algorithms like "Halton algorithm" [6] . However, truly random numbers (i.e. physical phenomenon) are not gained by a specific algorithm [8, 9] as they are used in the encryption systems [9] . So we should make use of any real implementation some simple functions for RNG instead of TRNGs [10, 11] . A PRNG should be checked by certain statistical tests which it must pass all statistical tests that are restricted to polynomial time in the size of the seed and frequency of "0"s and "1"s in the specific sequences [12] .
In this paper we have presented a chaotic RNG based on middle square method to prepare a mathematical model for generating random numbers. Our model is then tested by the best known statistical method, i.e. the NIST test suite.
One of the fundamental subjects in generating random numbers is the Uniform distribution [11] in the interval [0, 1] (e.g. generating real numbers like: 0.0293 or 0.8934). Generating in this interval enables us to investigate our practical purposes for introducing an efficient encryption method. The reason is that the samples from the other distributions are derived using the Uniform Distribution [11] . So it is important that our proposed generator has the uniform distribution.
This part introduces a brief history of some PRNG algorithms, The "Van der Corput" [6] , "Halton" [6] and "Sobol" [6] sequences are three basic mathematical algorithms for PRNGs. These are based on low discrepancy method with which unique properties are used in the effective areas such as army industry. Nevertheless, they have some disadvantages in high dimensions, an example being the generated numbers in 20 × 21 dimensions for Halton sequence due to multidimensional clustering [6] (as shown in Figure 1) .
In order to clarify the purpose of the proposed algorithm, one can see some of methods in References [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
With this background, it is understood that in the recent years the PRNG's algorithm developed by some physical algorithm such as chaos theory and produced random numbers rapidly and with less correlation [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . This paper investigates an efficient method to produce random numbers with the combination of middle Square Method (MSM) and chaotic logistic map. Hence in the next section, we describe the random number's application in the cryptography algorithm.
Middle Square Method
Middle Square Method is a one of the best methods of generating pseudorandom numbers. But in the some practical situations it is not a good method, since its period is usually very short (as shown in the Figure 2 and Figure 3 ). This mathematical algorithm was described by John von Neumann in 1949 [28] .
In this method for generating a sequence of ten digit pseudorandom numbers, in the first step a four digits starting value is created and squared (e.g. A × A = C) so that an eight digits number is produced. Then by a simple mathematical model generated the middle four digits of the result and it would be the next number in the sequence (e.g. D = C mod 10 n/2 ) and returned as the result. By repeating this process we are able to generate more random numbers. One of the main problems occurs when the middle n/2 digits (in this example, four digits) are all zero and the generator yields zero outputs forever. For testing this algorithm we take some random numbers and describe the weaknesses in our examples which would describe a = 8439 for first example (as shown in Figure 2 ) and a = 6395 for second example (as shown in Figure 3 ) [28] .
Sequence one, with core number (8439) according with Figure 2 . After generating 214 random numbers we have an unlimited loop generating "0".
Bearing in mind the limited random numbers generated by this method, in this paper proposed a novel chaotic system based on logistic map.
Most of these discrete chaotic cryptosystem algorithms use a chaotic map as PRNGs to generate a keystream which is used for encryption of a plaintext message to produce a ciphertext [15] . The secret key of such systems constitutes the initial values and/or the system parameters [5] . In this paper, a novel sequence generator is proposed which is based on a single one-dimensional logistic map.
Sequence three, with core numbers (6395); according with Figure 3 after generating 216 random numbers we have a loop with length 602 (i.e. where numbers: "217" and "819", we have generated "0.125", so the length of the loop is 602). This paper is structured as follows. In Section 3, the properties of the logistic map are discussed. In Section 4, a complete description of the chaotic middle square method is presented. The statistical properties of these sequences are discussed in Section 5 and finally the re-sult of NIST test presented in Table 1 .
Chaotic Logistic Map
As we know, the logistic map is the one of the simplest and most studied nonlinear that was introduced as a demographic model. The logistic map is given by that is shown in Equation (1):
Where xn is the state variable, which generates values in the interval [0, 1] and r is called system parameter which can have any value between one and four [10, 29] .
There is a non-trivial fixed point where 3.4 4 r   which is seen in Figure 4 . Finally for 4 r  , we observe that chaos values are generated in the complete range of [0, 1] . In this paper, the logistic map has application of 
Proposed Chaotic PRNG
Middle square method has some big problems [28] that were mentioned in Section 3 with the notice of these problems in MSM and consider to unique properties of chaotic logistic map in this section presented a chaotic solution for solving these problems.
When efficient values are chosen for numbers in the core that have no loop with the specific length, next we can correct the unlimited loop (when PRNG joust "0" generated in sequence) by exchanging one of the core's numbers [28] . 
Assume the logistic chaotic map with r = 4 in x 0 = 0.6 Generates a random number and replaces it with a number in A's place and continues generating random numbers without any unlimited loop and the loop with a particular length. These problems can be solved by implementation of chaotic iteration that is generated in parallel.
Middle square method algorithm described in Equation (2) also seen below, having the number (i.e. A).
NIST Statistical Tests Suite
The NIST tests suite is a statistical package involving 15 tests and is based on hypothesis testing. Also The NIST tests suite focus on a variety of different types of non-randomness. In the present case, the tests consist determining whether or not a specific sequence of zeroes and ones is random [8] . The theoretical background of its distribution is based on null hypothesis which is determined by mathematical methods and corresponding probability value (P-value).
The P-value is the probability that a perfect RNG for each test would produce a sequence less random than the sequence that was tested, given the kind of non-randomness assessed by the test. If the P-value for a test is determined to be equal zero, that means the sequence ap-pears to be exactly non-random and a P-value to be 1, then the sequence has perfect randomness [8] .
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) based on the combination of chaotic logistic map and Middle Square Method, the chaotic system iterated independently starting from initial conditions could help to generate appropriate values; we have also tested the generated sequences using the NIST tests to detect the unique characteristics expected from truly random bit sequences. The results of statistical testing are reliable so has been used as a part of encryption system to generate secret key and have an efficient algorithm. Finally the result of their statistical tests presented in the Table 1. 
